
Books
Bioeconomy education and science
a sustainable Bioeconomy: the Green industrial Revolution chaker ncibi and mika sillanpää

Bioeconomies: Life, technology, and capital in the 21st century Vincenzo Pavone and Joanna Goven

Bioeconomy - shaping the transition to a sustainable, Biobased economy iris Lewandowski (ed.)

creating sustainable Bioeconomies: the Bioscience Revolution in europe and africa ivar Virgin and e. Jane morris

developing the Global Bioeconomy: technical, market, and environmental Lessons from Bioenergy
Patrick Lamers, erin searcy, J. Richard Hess, Heinz stichnothe (eds.)

die Biotechnologie-industrie (German) Julia schlüter

Harnessing nanotechnology for sustainable development in africa demissie, ochieng, Foladori and mengesha

Knowledge-driven developments in the Bioeconomy: technological and economic Perspectives
dabbert, Lewandowski, Weiss and Pyka (eds.) 

 

PoPuLaR science

a crack in creation Jennifer doudna and samuel sternberg

age of discovery; navigating the Risks and Rewards of our new Renaissance ian Goldin and chris Kutarna

Biology is technology Robert H. carlson

city Farming - a How-to-Guide to Growing crops and Raising Livestock in urban spaces Kari spencer

Frugal innovation - do more with Less navi Radjou and Jaideep Prabhu

Gene Jockeys: Life science and the Rise of Biotech enterprise nicolas Rasmussen

Global Gardening – Bioökonomie: neuer Raubbau oder Wirtschaftsform der Zukunft? (German) christiane Graefe

irrweg Bioökonomie – Kritik an einem totalitären ansatz (German) Gottwald and Krätzer

meeting Policy challenges for a sustainable Bioeconomy Jim Philp

Redesigning Life - How Genome editing will transform the World John Parrington

the Plant messiah: adventures in search of World ś Rarest species carlos magdalena

Food oF tomoRRoW

clean meat Paul shapiro

on eating insects Josuah evans, michael Bom Frøst, Roberto Flore, nordic Food Lab

the in Vitro meat cook Book Koert van mensvoort and Hendrik-Jan Grievink

the seaweed cook Book caroline Warwick-evans and tim van Berkel

tomorrow ś table: organic Farming, Genetics, and the Future of Food Pamela c. Ronald

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources



movies & clips
“WHat is Bioeconomy?”
the Bioeconomy starts here! (1:57) eu science & innovation

Was ist Bioökonomie? (2:19) bioökonomie.de, Germany

Bioeconomy (2:31) university of Hohenheim, Germany

¿Qué es la Bioeconomía? (2:16) Bioeconomía chile

the Biobased economy (3:30) tu delft, the netherlands

What is the Bioeconomy? (1:05) BBsRc media

the Blue Bioeconomy (3:40) matís iceland, norden, nordBio

Bioeconomy education

technology for Biobased Products (2:04) online course from tu delft on edX

What is sustainable development?* (3:40) 
A short animated film produced by the production company «Animaskin» for UNICEF Norway and the UN Association of Norway

Presentación del curso Virtual introducción a la Bioeconomía argentina (2:16, 1:28, 1:04)
ministry of science, argentina

synthetic Biology one (2:25) 
a free, open online course in synthetic biology beginning at the undergraduate level (youtube)

Bioeconomy aRound tHe WoRLd

economic sustainability of bioenergy in africa (3:13) Partners for euro-african Green energy (PanGea)

Bioeconomy in central Finland Region (2:24) West Finland European Office

the andalusia Bioeconomy strategy (4:37) agricultura Pesca y desarrollo Rural, spain

Bioeconomy in norway (3:27) 
infographic animation made by 3d Visjon in cooperation with the norwegian university of Life science

Biobased economy in nederland (4:08) Rijksdienst voor ondernemend nederland

malaysia - asia’s future Bioeconomy (3:55) Bioeconomy corporation, malaysia

south africa’s Bioeconomy (6:29) the south african agency for science and technology advancement

BiomassWeb: toward a sustainable Bioeconomy in africa (8:33)  
center for development Research (ZeF), Bonn, Germany (Ghana, nigeria, ethiopia)

Bioeconomía argentina en Patagonia (2:47) spanish ministerio de ciencia

*this movie can be found on vimeo.com, all others on youtube.com

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources



Games
onLine

Bio challenge (Quiz) 
Bioways, staR ProBio, Biobased industries consortium - http://www.fvaweb.eu/biochallenge/

Bio...What? (Jump and run) 
Bioways, Biostep, Biobased industries consortium - http://www.fvaweb.eu/biowhat/

climate change (Round-based policy game)
Red Redemption - http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/hottopics/climatechange/climate_challenge/index_1.shtml

Havina (online application)
Finnish Forest Association - https://www.smy.fi/en/artikkeli/time-travel-through-finnish-bioeconomy-takes-you-from-ice-age-to-future/

sustainable shaun (Round-based resource management) 
sustainable Learning, eu-commission - ec.europa.eu/environment/sustainableshaun/game_en.htm

BoaRdGames

Biotech is cool!
international service for the acquisition of agri-biotech applications (isaaa) 

GoGoaLs! – sdG Game 
yacine ait Kaci (yaK), creator of elyx, and the united nations Regional information centre for Western europe (unRic)

Keep cool – climate Game 
Jasper nikolaus meya and university of oldenburg

 

you can download all sheets of the media corner 
at www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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Virtual Reality
sHoWcase moVie

matís’ Virtual Reality Video - the Bioeconomy (4:08)
matís iceland - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGhahe8ePh8

Please ask for support if you want to try the VR Headset 
and watch the 360° movie.

note before using VR: People who are prone to motion sickness have a risk of experiencing discomfort when using 
Virtual Reality. Do not use when you are sleep deprived, are under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or have diges-
tive problems or epilepsy. take off the headset immediatly if you feel uncomfortable.

you can download all sheets 
of the media corner at 
www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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cartoons & 
Graphic novels
adventures in synthetic Biology 
drew endy, isadora deese and chuck Wadey

Bioenergy - a Graphic introduction 
suPeRGen Bioenergy Hub

cartoon Guide to the environment (cartoon Guide series) 
Larry Gonick

die große transformation (German)
Hartmann, Hülsmann, ugurel, nippoldt, Goppel and nippoldt

the Fundamentals of Bioeconomy - the Biobased society
Lene Lange, the technical university of denmark, dtu in collaboration with Jane Lindedam, BioValue sPiR

the urban Planet - How cities safe our Future
Julia schlüter

What is synthetic Biology? engineering Life and Lifelihood
marie-Joseé saint-Pierre and Jim thomas

Most of the cartoons and graphic novels are available 
online and were re-printed for the GBS2018

you can download all sheets 
of the media corner at 
www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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augmented 
Reality
Bio-city oF tHe FutuRe

Start the HP Reveal Application on the tablet and hold it infront of the 
picture (ask for support).

Travel in time, to see how bioeconomy might transform future cities!

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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augmented 
Reality
in tHe LaB
Start the HP Reveal Application on the tablet and hold it infront of the picture 
(ask for support). 

Something which is still missing in this lab will appear …

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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augmented 
Reality
BiodiVeRsity and Bioeconomy
Start the HPReveal Application on the tablet and hold it infront of the picture 
(ask for support).

A movie will start about how insect biodiversity is linked to bioeconomy.

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources Pi
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augmented 
Reality
in tHe FieLd
Start the HPReveal Application on the tablet and hold it infront of the picture 
(ask for support).

Explore how a biogas plant could look like in this field. 

you can download all sheets of the media corner at www.gbs2018.com/resources


